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MEMORANDUM FOR: E. S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

FROM: C. J. Heltemes, Jr., Deputy Director
for Generic Issues and Rulemaking

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: OPEN ENDED WORKING GROUP (OEWG) MEETING
SEVEN ON AN INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CONVENTION (INSC)

Introduction

During January 31 to February 4, 1994 the OEWG met for the seventh time to
develop and discuss the possible elements for an INSC. The meeting was again
held at the IAEA in Vienna and representatives from about 55 countries
participated (Enclosure 1 is the list of participants). The U.S. delegation
was headed by Richard Stratford, DOS and included Carl Stoiber and Jack
Heltemes, NRC and Ben McRae, DOE /0GC.

The purpose of this meeting was to continue the review of the Chairman's draft
of the proposed INSC elements, and to a) reach agreement on the final proposed
text; b) resolve remaining square bracketed items to the extent possible; c)
improve the wording and clarity of the text and d) identify and resolve
difficulties introduced by translation. All documents and interpretation
services were provided in the six U.N. languages. The Chairman's report from
the meeting, including the final 0EWG draft of the INSC text, is provided in
Enclosure 2.

With the completion of a draft text for the INSC, the charter of the 0WEG has
been completed and no further meetings are anticipated. The meeting concluded
with the expectation that the IAEA February Board will take note of this work
and authorize the Director General to convene a Diplomatic Conference in June
1994 to negotiate the convention. It is further expected that the timely and
successful completion of the Diplomatic Conference will permit the INSC to be
open for signature at the September IAEA General Conference.
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1. The agenda for the meeting was successfully completed. All " square
brackets" indicating areas of controversy and/or non-agreement were
eliminated except for the number of signatures needed for entry-into-
force. The translated texts were reviewed for consistency, and a number
of editorial improvements were incorporated. The OEWG recommended to
the Director General (DG) that based upon the significant progress to
date as reflected in the OEWG comprehensive draf t text, the February
Board of Governors (BOG) should be requested to convene a Diplomatic
Conference as soon as possible. Strong support was expressed by many y

I(but not all) countries for holding the Diplomatic conference in June g
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1994. A supporting preparatory meeting was recognized to be necessary
in advance of the Diplomatic Conference.

2. The draft text incorporates a number of specific technical and legal
obligations that are: comprehensive and mandatory; consistent with the
NUSSAG fundamentals document; generally accepted by all countries as
necessary to assure the safety of nuclear power plants; and generally
consistent with U.S. positions. It is believed that U.S. power reactors
and the associated regulatory program are currently in compliance with
these obligations, and no changes in regulations, practice or plant
design or operations would be imposed by the OEWG final draft.

3. The following summarizes key issues important to the U.S. that were
resolved or modified in the final OEWG draft text of the INSC:

A. The entry-into force provision has not been agreed, and remains in
square brackets for resolution at the Diplomatic Conference.
There are two aspects to entry-into-force (i) the number of states
with nuclear installations needed to join the INSC prior to entry-
into force and (ii) the definition of nuclear installation. The
final 0EWG draft proposes [15] countries with nuclear
installations join before entry-into-force. The U.S. position has
been 2/3 of the 30 states with operating nuclear installations
(i.e., 20 member states) should join before entry into force in
order to help assure participation by FSU and developing nations
and to reflect a truly international convention. The final 0EWG
draft deleted the requirement that the nuclear installation were
to be " operating" or " operational" and thus, the number of states
that may be qualified to sign as a nuclear state could be as high
as 35. (Three states have plants in construction - Romania, Cuba,
Philippines, and two states have plants shutdown but not
decommissioned - Italy and Armenia).

B. The role of the IAEA has been specified as serving only as the
secretariat for the meeting of the parties (MOP). Further, this

meeting resulted in agreement that the costs of this function
(i.e., service the MOP and handle related documents) are to be
borne by the IAEA as part of its regular budget. Should the
contracting parties, by consensus, reauest IAEA to provide other
services, the agency may do so if 1) they can be provided as part
of its normal program and budget, or 2) if this is not possible,
voluntary funding can be provided from other sources. Thus, the
proposed financial arrangements have no provisions for a mandatory
or direct funding responsibility by the contracting parties.

C. This meeting reached agreement that a nuclear installation ceases
to be under the scope of the NSC when i) the fuel elements have
been permanently removed from the core, (ii) the removed fuel is
stored safely in accordance with approved procedures and, (iii) a
decommissioning program has been agreed to by the regulatory body.
It is expected that a follow-on convention on the management and
disposal of radioactive waste will start with the implementation
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of the decommission plan, and thus no overlaps or inconsistencies
between the two conventions are expected. As a result, a proposed
article on decommissioning has been deleted in the final OEWG
draft.

D. This meeting deleted a provision in the previous draft elements
that a state that becomes a contracting party subsequent to the
adaption of amendments would be bound by those amendments. It was
noted by some experts that such a provision was not consistent
with the Vienna convention on the Law of Treaties and could pose
practical problems. Deletion was by general agreement, although
the issue is likely to be raised in the Diplomatic Conference.

4. Other changes in the final OEWG draft text are considered non-
substantive and/or editorial in nature. Extensive efforts were made by
a special group, working separately at night, to improve the quality of
the final text. Most experts believe that the present text is fully
adequate as a basis for a Diplomatic Conference.

Future Course of Action

The February Board of Governors recommended that a Diplomatic Conference be
held June 14-17, 1994. A preparatory meeting for the Diplomatic Conference
has been scheduled for March 28 and 29th in Vienna. This meeting will focus
on such matters as: the agenda for the Diplomatic Conference; potential chair
and other leadership positions; necessary rules of procedure; and whether such
topics as editing of the text, and discussion of the peer review process and
national reports would be addressed during the Conference. The timing of the
Diplomatic Conference allows careful consideration by the states, and provides
an opportunity for the June B0G to review such matters as the Agency's role
and proposed financial arrangement and provide any advice to the DG (which
would serve as input to the Diplomatic Conference).

Potential Issues for Discussion at the Diplomatic Conference

1. The entry-into-force provision is the one outstanding issue in the
proposed text that has not been agreed upon. One aspect is the number
of total countries and the number of nuclear states required to sign
before entry-into-force. Another aspect is the definition of nuclear
state. The definition of nuclear state was modified at the seventh OEWG
meeting. Previously a party was considered a nuclear state if it had
one or more operating nuclear power plants. The text now reads "...with
at least one nuclear installation";and thus plants under construction or
shutdown but not decommissioned are also considered to meet the revised
definition. As a result, there are approximately 35 countries that
could qualify as a nuclear state.

The current text specifies that a total of 20 countries [15 of which
must have at least one nuclear power plant] need to sign and ratify the
INSC prior to entry-into-force. The key question is the participation
of the FSU and developing nations. The U.S. position has been that
about 20, i.e. two-thirds of the states with at least one operating
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power plant, should ratify prior to entry-into-force. This total
provides assurance that at least some FSU and developing nations would
sign before entry-into-force, and therefore there was confidence that
the INSC costs would not be incurred without at least some of its
anticipated benefit. Further, two-thirds of the nuclear states helps
assure that the convention is truly an international in nature and has
wide and broad support.

2. Provisions for international cooperation are only expressed as an
objective. The current text has as an objective of this convention

...to achieve and maintain a high level of nuclear safety worldwide"

through national measures and international cooperation."

A number of the developing nations continue to believe that this
objective needs to be supported by a specific mandatory obligation
calling for international cooperation. Debate at the February B0G, for
example, gave notice of developing country interest in obligating
developed states to provide, as stated by the Pakistani B0G
representative, " unhindered access to nuclear safety technology,
including an obligation by suppliers to provide full information and
technology throughout the entire lifetime of a plant." The position of
developed nations in the past has been that a statement of general
objective, rather than a specific obligation, is more appropriate for
inclusion in international conventions such as the INSC, and that should
a mandatory obligation be included it would need to be conditional upon
acceptance of internationally binding non-proliferation commitments and
domestic laws and regulations. This subject has generated strong
feelings in the past, and its reopening could result in an extended
debate.

3. The draft convention does not define the content of the national
reports, the peer review process, the rules of procedure or the budget
associated with the INSC implementation (through periodic Meeting of
Parties). A number of countries, particularly the Latin American
countries, have expressed strong feelings that a better understanding is
necessary of these aspects, particularly financial obligation associated
with signature. All parties agree that there needs to be sufficient
information for each party to understand the nature of its commitment
and to define realistic estimates of the burden associated with INSC
implementation. Agreement on specific and detailed provisions in these
areas is believed to be inconsistent with the time scheduled for the
Diplomatic Conference and would be better handled at the preparatory
conference for the first Meeting of Parties where the parties can
decide. The outcome of this issue is expected to be the development of
broad principles and assumptions, documented in the final act of
Diplomatic Conference, which would be elaborated later after the
convention enters-into-force.

4. Previous drafts required that a state that becomes a contracting party
subsequent to the adoption of one or more amendments would be bound by
those amendments. This provision was deleted at the seventh meeting
after a'long debate, and as a result the procedures of the Vienna
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Convention on the Law of Treaties would govern. Some countries,
particularly Spain, were not happy with this provision, and, as a
result, are likely to again raise the issue.

5. The procedures associated with amendments to the INSC may be reopened
for discussions. The current text indicates.that a two-thirds majority
vote of parties could adopt an amendment and submit it to a Diplomatic
Conference. Since the total number of parties (in terms of nuclear and
non-nuclear countries) cannot be estimated with confidence, such a
provision leaves open the possibility that substantial numbers of non-
nuclear countries could join. As a result, such countries may comprise
two-thirds of the parties and thus could vote to substantially alter the
INSC in terms of the scope of the convention or the mandatory
obligations.

6. A number of countries are likely to indicate that improvements are
needed in the text. In particular, China and the IAEA secretariat have
indicated that in their view the text warrants further improvement for
clarity and consistency (and perhaps for legal purposes as well). Most
countries do not agree and believe the present text is sufficiently
clear and adequate to allow for proper interpretation and effective
implementation. Thus, pressure for further text changes are
anticipated.

7. The role of IAEA may not yet be settled. The proposed text is clear
with regard to the IAEA's role. It is limited to scheduling and

servicing the periodic Meeting of Parties and the associated preparatory
conferences. There was consensus on this point during the OEWG
meetings. However, all countries may not fully accept such a limited
role and thus the issue may again be reopened.

Please let me know if I can clarify of provide additional information.
() g j S t. d T/!:
C.J.WUE>E

C. J. Heltemes, Jr., Deputy Director
for Generic Issues and Rulemaking

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/ enclosures (2)
J. Taylor, EDO M. Malsch, OGC J. Cortez, RES
J. Milhoan, OEDO J. Becker, OGC R. Brady, ADM/SEC
H. Thompson, OEDO W. Russell, NRR R. Stratford, DOS
J. Blaha, OEDO F. Miraglia, NRR B. Thomas, DOE
C. Stoiber, OIP R. Bernero, NMSS B. McRae, DOE
J. Shea, OIP G. Arlotto, NMSS
M. Congdon, OIP E. Jordan, AEOD OFFICE: R lb,

M. Mahy, OlP D. Ross, AEOD NAME: HE( MES
W. Parler, OGC T. Speis, RES DATE: 3/l 94

.
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.
NSCI7/INF.1/Rev.1

'

GROUP OF EXPERTS ON A
NUCLEAR SAFETY CONVENTION 7 February 1994

Seventh Meeting
, Vienna, 31 January - 4 February 1994

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

.
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PARTICIPANT TITI.E |

ALGG16 ;

H,E. Mr. Halim Benattellah Resident Representative, Permanent Mission i

Mr. Lybs Neit.Tighilt First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission |
,

ARGENTINA
Mr. Gabriel J. Maffei Minister, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Gustavo R. Zlauvinen Second Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Miguel Estrada Oyuela National Atomic Energy Commission

,

AUSTRALIA
Mr. Peter Duerden Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

AUSTRIA
Mr. F.W. Schmidt Federal Chancellery
Mr. D. Weselka Federal Chancellery
Mr. R. Scheffenegger Federal Ministry for Health, Sports and Consumer

Affairs
Ms. Helga Kromp Kolb Forum fGr Atomfragen

_ BELGIUM
Mr. Bart Ouvry Second Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Peter Gysels Ministry of Foreign Affairs

BRAZIL
Mr. Jos6 Marcos Nogueira Viana Second Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent

Mission
Mr. Jose Mendonca de Lima National Nuclear Energy Commission
Mr. Vergniaud Elyseu Filho First Secretary, Ministry of External Relations

BULGARIA
Mr. Angual Petrov Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful

Purposes
Mr. Boris Georgiev Minister Plenipotentiary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent

Mission
Ms. Valeria Toscheva Committee of Energy
Mr. Pavlin Peev National Electric Company

CANADA
Mr. Z. Domaratzki Atomic Energy Control Board, Director General,

Directorate of Reactor Regulation
Mr. H.E. Thexton Ministry of Natural Resources
Mr. Peter McRae Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep.. Permanent Mission

,

Mr. Jean-Benoit Leblanc Economic Law Division, Department of
Foreign Aff airs and International Trade

.
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PARTICIPANT TITLE

CHILE
Mr. R. Alvarez Henriquez Second Secretary, Permanent Mission
Mr. Juan Carlos Salazar Alvarez Third Secretary, Permanent Mission

.

CHINA
Mr. Bainian Dong Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Rongbao Zhu Adviser, First Secretary Permanent Mission
Mr. Ziyong Lan Adviser, Permanent Mission

<Mr. Ruiping Long Deputy Chief Engineer, Bureau of Nuclear Safety
and Radiation Protection. China National
Nuclear Corp.

Mr. Weixian Xue Director. Division of Nuclear Material, National Nuclear
Safety Administration ;

Mr. Youcai Jin Deputy Director, Division of International Organization
fBureau of international Co-operation. State

Atomic Energy Authority
Mr. Jie Yang Third Secretary, Department of International Laws and

Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
,

'

C_ROATIA
Mr. Ivo ValBid Head of Department, Ministry of the Economy

CUBA
Mr. David Pdrez Martin Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Missic.1

Ms. Grisel Acosta Acosta Advisar, Permanent Mission

CZECH REPUBLIC
Mr. Miroslav Hrehor Director of Administration, State Office for Nuclear

Safety
Mr. Torn 65 Vacek international Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign

Affairs

DENMARK
Mr. Bjern Thorleksen Ministry of Interior, Emergency Management Agency
Ms. Vibeke Rovsing Jargensen Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

EGYPI
Mr. Shamel Elsayed Nasser First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

Ms. Samira Morsi Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control Centre, Atomic
Energy Authority

FINLAND
- Mr. Antti Sioria Minister-Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep.. Permanent Mission

Mr. Martti Muttu Special Adviser, Permanent Mission

.
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PARTICIPANT TITLE

FRANCE
Mr. Daniel Labrosse Reprdsentant Permanent Adjoint, Mission permanente
Mr. Raymond Micoulaut Secr4terist Gdndral du Comitd interministdriel de la

Sdeuritd nucidaire
,

Mr. Denys Rousseau Direction de la Sorets des Instellations nucidaires du >

Minist6re de l'industrie -

Mr. Cyril Pinel Departement des Affaires Juridiques ou Commissariat
& l'Energie Atomique

#GERMANY '

Mr. Christian Lindemann Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety -

Dr. Norbert Pelzer University of G6ttingen
Ms. Verena Grafin von Roedern Counsellor, Foreign Office Legal Department
Mr. Siegfried Scheller Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Alfred Kraut Gesellschaft for Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit

GREECE
Prof. M. Antonopoulos-Domis Aristotle University of Thessaloniki ,

Ms. Artemis A. Papsthanassiou Legal Assistant, Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign .
Affairs ,

Mr. P. Papadimitropoulos Scientific Adviser, Permanent Mission -

HOLY SEE
Mr. Marco Ferraris Adviser, Permanent Mission +

HUNGARY
!

Mr. J6zsef Ord5gh Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission
Mr. Zoltan Szonyi Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission ,

Mr. Istvan Horvith Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs ,

INDIA i

Mr. Ashok Mohan Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
,

,

4

- INOONESI A
Mr. Ghaffar Fadyl Minister Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Abdu Razak Scientific Attachd, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

;

Mr.1. Gusti A. WeGaka Pudja Third Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

IRAN

1RAQ
- Mr. Abdul Kareem Shwaikh Adviser, Permanent Mission

IRELAND ,

Mr. Frank Turvey Assistant Chief Executive, Radiological Protection ;*

institute
'

.|

Mr. Oliver Grogan First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission |

|

'|

1

~
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PARTICIPANT TITLE

ISRAEL
Mr. Den Lital Director, Division of Licensing and Safety, Atomic

Energy Commission
.

ITALY
Mr. R. Mezzanotte ANPA - National Agency for Environmental Protection
Mr. R. Di Sapia Adviser to Director of Energy Department, National

Agency for New Technology, Energy and
Environment

o

JAPAN
Mr. Yoichi Koga Director for International Affairs on Nuclear Power

Safety, Public Utilities Department, Agency
of Natural Resources and Energy, MITI

Mr. Nobuyuki Nonaka Director for Nuclear Safety Review, Nuclear Safety
Policy Division, Nuc! car Safety Bureau, STA

Mr. Shigeki Takizaki Deputy Director, Treaties Bureau, Ministry of Foeaign
Affairs

Mr. Shinya Machida Foreign Policy Burasu, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Mr. Hideto Aoki Special Staff, MITI

'

Mr. Yukichi Yamaguchi Manager, Human Factor Research Laboratory,
Department of Reactor Safety Research, JAERI

Mr. Kanji Fujiki First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Yoichi Togo First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

KOREA. REPUBLIC Of,
Mr. Nam Ho Senior Science Attachd, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent

Mission
Mr. Kun-Woo Cho Science Attach 6, Permanent Mission

LEB ANON
Mr. Fares Eid Alternate Resident Representative, Permanent Mission

LUXEMBOUR_Q
Mr. Paul Kayser Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

M AL AYSI A
Mr. Razley Mohd. Nordin Scientific Attachd, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

MEXICO
Mr. Miguel Medina Vaillard Director General of National Commission of Nuclear

Sofety and Safeguerds
- Mr. Luis Javier Campuzano First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

Mr. Carlos Villanueva-Moreno Scientific Attache, Permanent Mission

M O ROCCO--

Mr. Rida El Fassi Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

Mr. Mohammed Arrouchi Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
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NETHERLANDS Deputy Director, Scientific Co-operation Dept.,Mr. Jan Peter H. Bosman Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission,

Mr. H.J. Regeur

NORWAY Minister. Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent MissionMr. Kjell Seeberg

, PAKISTAN Minictor (Technical). Aft. Res. Rep., PermanentMr. Muhammad Jameet
Mission

PERU Resident Representative, Permanent MissionH.E. Mr. Igor Veldzquez
Mr. Jris6 Antonio Garcia Torres Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

Mr. Sergio Avila Traverso Second Secretary, Permanent Mission

PHILIPPINES Minister-Counsellor. Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Ms. Victoria Bataclan Third Secretary, Permanent MissionMr. Nool Servigon

POLAND
Mr. Tadeusz W6]cik Adviser to President of NAEA

Director of Stato inspectorata for Nuclear Safety and
Mr. Macio} Jurkowski Radiological Protection

Mr. Jan Michalowski Adviser to Minister of Foreign Aff airs, Head of
Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

PORTUGAL
Mr. Ant 6nio Marques de Carvalho inspector, Ministry of Environment and Naturel

Resources

B.OM ANI A Director, Nuclear Regulatory Division, Ministry of
Mr. Stefan Alexandru Olariu Waters, Forests and Environmental Protection

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Mr. A.D. Bakunyaev Ministry of Atomic Energy
Mr. l.N. Alekhyn Ministry of Atomic Energy

Mr. B.V. Kokin Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Yu 1. Konashkov Ministry of Foreign Aff airs

MQDi ARABIA First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Ibrahim M. Al-Taifi

SLOVAK REUBLIC*

Mr. Jozef Zlathanskp Nuclear Regulatory Authority
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v

SLOVENIA
Mr. Miroslav Gregoric Director of Republic Administration for Nuclear

Safety
,

SOUTH AFRICA
Mr. J.E. Fourie Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Parmenent Mission
Mr. J.H. Jacobs Adviser, Permanent Mission

SPAIN,

H.E. Mr. Jos6 Antonio de Yturriaga Resident Representative, Permanent Mission
Mr. Francisco Farina Hille Jefe de Relaciones intamacionales del Gabinete

Tecnico del Presidente del Consejo de
Seguridad Nuclear

Mr. Jaime Ruiz Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

SWEDEN
Mr. Bj6tn Dufva - Swedish Nuclear Power inspectorate
Mr. Roland Johansson Second Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission

SWITZERLAND
Mr. J-F. Zuber Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety inspectorate

TUNISfA
Mr. M. Raouan Permanent Secretary, National Commission of

Nuclear Energy 1

TURKEY
Mr. Izzet GGgyener Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
Mr. Metin Camcigil Special Adviser, Turkish Atomic Energy Authority
Mr. Erdener Birol Counsellor-Scientific Affairs, Permanent Mission
Ms. Nehir Unel Legal Advisar, Permanent Mission

UKRAINE
Mr. Yu. Polurez Second Secretary, Permanent Mission

:

1,lELTID KINGDOM
Mr. Brian Freeman Atomic Energy Division, Department of Trade and

Industry |

Mr. Charles Allen Solicitor's Division, Department of Trade and
Industry

Mr. Peter Addison Nuclear Installations inspectorate, Health and Safety i

Executive
Ms. Jaanette Darrell Atomic Energy Division. Department of Trade and i

industry |
|
l

|
i

|
|

|

|

|

___ _ . _
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__

UNITED STATES
Mr. Richard J.K. Stratford Department of State

Mr. Carlton R. Stoiber Nuclear Rogulatory Commission

Mr. C.J. Holtames, Jr. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Mr. James B. McRae Department of Energy
Nuclear Science Attach 6, Permanent Mission

Mr. James Richardson

M3MG.Lla.Y Counsellor, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Mission
,Mr. Carlos Botancour

OBSERVERS TITLE

Ms. Jalisaveta Djuri6kovid-Tuvic Counsellot, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent Missin of FR
Yugoslavia to the IAEA

.CIC
Mr. Vittorio Ciani Directorate General Xi

Mr. Ramiro Cibrian Directorate General-XI
First Secretary, Alt. Res. Rep., Permanent MissionMr. Christien Bourgin

OECD/NEA
Head of Legal AffairsMr. Patrick Reyners

. _ -

Chairman of the Grouc of Exoerts

Mr. Z. Domaratzki, Canada

IAEA

Ms. Odette Jankowitsch, ADLG, Scientific Secretary
Mr. Franz Nikolaus Flakus, NENS, Scientific Secretary

Director, legal DivisionMr. Wouter Sturrns Assistant Director General, Division of Nuclear Safety
Mr. Morris Rosen Deputy Director. Division of Nuclear SafetyMr. Abel Gonzalez Section Head, Safety Standards and Co-ordination
Ms. Annick Carnino

.
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Enclosure 2
1

GROUP OF EXPERTS ON ,

A NUCLEAR SAFETY CONVENTION 1994-02-04
Seventh Mooting -

Vienna, 31 January - 4 February 1994

REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN

' 1. The seventh meeting of the Group of Experts was held from 31 January to

4 February 1994. The list of participants is attached. It was the first meeting with

interpretation into the six languages of the Agency.

2. The Group of Experts reviewed the draft text of the Nuclear Safety Convention

which had been distributed in Jecember 1993 to experts in all sixdated 1993-12-10 r

languages. The Group of Experts revised and amended those provisions of the draft

text where there was broad agreement that such modifications were requitoJ.

.

3. The Group of Experts agreed that the draft text of the Nuclear Safety

Convention as revised, requirod additional editorial changes. The Group of Experts

therefore sot up an informal open-ended editorial group (chaired by Director of the Legal

Division) that met in evening sessions and elaborated proposals for editorial

modifications. As no interpretation services were available, the informal editorial group

conducted its work in English only. Proposed editorial modifications were submitted to

the Group of Exports in plenary and accepted, modified or deleted.

4. During its meeting, the Group of Experts concentrated its efforts essentially on

the modifications required to the draft Convention. These modifications, having oeen

made in English only, remain to be translated into the other fivo languages; moreover,

editorial changes have to be made to the latter texts.

;

5. The Group noted that experts from the Spanish-speaking countries participating

in the Group met to review the Spanish language text in consultation with the head of

the Spanish translation section of the Agency. Experts noted that similar efforts will |
ihave to be undertaken for the other language versions. '

i
..

|

~

l
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6. The draft text of the Nuclear Safety Convention as established by the Group of -

Experts is attached.

,

7. Tho present text reflects the broad agreement reached by the experts. and has

the overah support of the Group. This agreement was made possible because all

' experts were prepared to accept compromises in order to complete successfully and

within reasonable time the task given to the Group.

8. In this context, it is recalled that some compromises of a fundamental nature

were made early in the drafting process. Major compromises were riotably required to

reach agreement on the following: to limit the scope of application of the Convention to

land based civil nuclear power plants; to base obligations on fundamental principles,

without added detalled criteria: to include in the Preamble of ths Convention a
'

commitment to begin promptly the development of an international convention on the
.

safety of radioactive waste management as soon as the ongoing process to develop

waste management safety fundamentals has resulted in broad international agreement;

to recognize the possibility of developing further intemational instruments in the future;
'

end, on the definition of the role of international co-operation.

9. The Group of Experts agreed on the text of almost all articles of tho' draft

Convention. Only Article 31 of the draft contains wording in " square brackets"

indicating matters on which the experts did not agree. The Group of Experts

considered that it had fulfilled its mandate to carry out the necessary substantive ..

preparations for a nuclear safety convention.

10. The Group of Experts agreed on the following recommendations:

a) The draft texts of the Convention in the Arabic. Chinese, French, flussian and

Spanish languages should be modified to refle'ct the dianges made to the English text, i

and be distributed to the experts as soon as possible;'

b) the Secretariat in consultation with interested Member States should review ]

these translations as required:

c) the Director General should provide the Board of Governors with updated

information on the work of the Group of Experts at its seventh meeting;
|
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d) that, in accordance with General Conference resolutioh, GC(XXXV10/615 a

diplomatic conference be convened as r. con as possible to adopt the Nuclear Safety

Convontion on the basis of the comprehensive draft text prepared by the Group of

Experts.

11. The Chairman of the Gmup has been requested to include the following in the
J

- report:

(i) on Tuesday,1 Februarv and Wednesday,2 February the discussions of the

exports on the draft towi of a convention were interrupted to address the issue raised

by the presence of an export seated behind the nameplate Yugoslavia;

(ii) statements made by delegates are attached as requested by them;

(iii) the expert referred to in sub$aragraph (il expressed disagreement;

(iv) an opinion was also expressed that the Group of Experts should not address the
*

subject.

.

12. In closing, the Group of Experts would like to recognize with thanks the

significant contribution and assistance of the Secretariat.
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DEAFT MUr'r.Rau SAFETY CONVENTION -
*

PREAMBLE j

l

THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

(i) Aware of the importance to the international community
of oncuring that the use of nuclear energy is safe,
well regulated and environmentally counds

(ii) Reaffirming the necessity cf continuing to promote a
high level of nuclear safety worldwide;

o

(iii) Reaffirming that responsibility for nuclear safety
rests with the State where a nuclear installation is
locatedi

'iv) Desiring to promote an effective nuclear safety
cultures

(v) Aware that accidents at nuclear installations have the
potential for trans-boundary impacts;

(vi) Keeping in mind the Convention on the Physical
Protection of Nuclear Material (1979), the Convention
on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident (1986),
and the Convention on Assistance in the Caso of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency (1986);

(vii) Affirming the importance of international cooperation
for the enhancement of nuclear safety by the use of
existing bilateral and multilateral mechanisms and the
establishment of this incentive Convention;

(viii) Recognizing that this Convention entails a commitment
to the application of fundamental safety principles
rather than detailed safety standards and that there )
are internationally formulated safety guidelines which '

are updated from time to time and so can provide
guidance on contemporary means of achieving a high
level of safety;

(ix) Affirming the need to begin promptly the development
of an international convention on the safety of
radioactive waste management as soon as the ongoing
process to develop waste management safety
fundamentals has resulted in broad international
agreement; )

(x) Recognizing the usefulness of further technical work
in connection with the' safety of other parts of the |
nuclear fuel cycle, and that this work may, in time, ;
facilitate the development of current or future )
international instruments; j

HAVE AGREED as follows:

I
l
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CHAPTER 1. OBJECTIVES, DEFINITIONS AND ECORE

ARTICLE 1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this Convention are:

(1) to achieve and maincain a high level of nuclear safety
worldwide through nat.Lonal measures and international
co-operation;

s

(ii) to establish and taaintain offective defences in
nuclear installations against potential radiological
hazards in order to protect individuals, society and
the environment from harmful effects of ionizing
radiation from such installationsi

(iii) to prevent accidents with radiological consequences
and to mitigate such consoquences should they occur.

ARTICLE 2. DEFINITIONS

Por the piirpose of this Conventions

(1) " nuclear installation" means for each Contracting Party
any land based civil nuclear power plant under its
jurisdiction including such storago, handling and
treatment facilities for radioactive materials as are
on the same site and are directly related to the
operation of the nuclear power plant. Such a plant
ceases to be a nuclear installation when all nuclear
fuel elements have been removed permanently from the
reactor core and have been stored safely in accordance
with approved procedures, and a decommissioning
programma has been agreed to by the regulatory body.

(ii) " licence" means any authorization granted by the
regulato g body to the applicant to have the overall,

responsibility for the siting, design, construction,
commissioning or operation of a nuclear installation.

. regulatory body" means for each Contracting Party any(iii) "

body or bodies given the legal authority by that
Contracting Party to grant licences and to regulate the
citing,dealsn, construction, commissioning, operation
or decommissioning of nuclear installations.

ARTICLE 3. SCOPE OF APPLICATION
,

1

The provisions of this Convention shall apply to the
safety of nuclear installations.

|
|
1
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CHAPTRR 2. OBLI9ATIQHS

(a) General Provisions

ARTICLE 4. IMPLT30tNTING MEASURES

Each Contracting Party shall take, within the framework
of its national law, the legislative, regulatory and
administrative measures and other stopc necessary to implement

' its obligations under this Convention.

ARTICLE 5. REPORTING

Each Contracting Party shall submit for review, prior to
each meeting referred to in Article [22), a report on the
measures it has taken to implement each of the obligations of
this Convention.

ARTICLE 6. REISTING NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that the safety of nuclear installations existing at
the time the Convention entors into force for that Contracting
Party is reviewed as soon as possible. When necessary in the
context of this Convention, the Contracting Party shall ensure
that all reasonably practicable improvements are made as a
matter of urgency to upgrade the safety of the installation.
If such upgrading cannot be achieved, plans should be
implemented to shut down the installation as soon as
practically possible. The timing of the shut-down may take
into account the whole energy. context and possible
alternatives as well as the social, environmental and economic
impact.

(b) Legislation and regulation

ARTICLE 7. LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORE
^

1. Each Contracting Party shall establish and maintain a
legislative and regulatory framework to govern the safety of
nuclear installations.

2. The legislative and regulatory framework shall provide
for:

(1) the establishment of applicable national safety
requirements and regulationsi

(ii) a system of licensing with regard to nuclear
installations and the prohibition of the operation
of a nuclear inctallation without a licencer
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(iii) a system of regulatory inspection and assessment of
nuclear installations to ascertain compliance with
applicable regulations and the terms of any
licences

(iv) enforcement of applicable regulations and of the
terms of any licence, including suspension,
modification or revocation.

ARTICLE 8. REGULATORY BODY

e 1. Each Contracting Party shall establish or designate a
regulatory body entrusted with the implementation of the
legislative and regulatory framework established in accordance
with Article 7,and provided with adequate authority,
competence and financial and human resources to fulfil its
assigned responsibilities.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure an effective separation between the functions of the
regulatory body and those of any other body or organization
concerned with the promotion or utilization of nuclear energy.

ARTICLE 9. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENCE BOLDER

Each Contracting Party shall ensure that prime
responsibility for the safety of a nuclear installation rests
with the holder of the relevant licence and shall take the
appropriate steps to ensure that each such licence holder
meets its responsibility.

(c) Ganaral Safety Considerations

ARTICLE 10. PRIORITY TO SAFETY

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that all organizations engaged in activities
directly related to nuclear installations shall establish
policies that give due priority to nuclear safety.

ARTICLE 11. FINANCIAL AND HUMAN RESOURCES

1. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that adequate financial resources are'available to
support the safety of each nuclear installation throughout its
life.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that for all safety related activities in or for
each nuclear installation throughout its life sufficient
numbers of qualified staff with appropriate education,
training and retraining are available.
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ARTICLE 12. HUMAN PACTORS

Bach Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that the capabilities and limitations of human
performance are taken into account throughout the life of a
nuclear installation.

ARTICLE 13. QUALITY ASSURANCE

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate stepse

to ensure that quality assurance programmes are established
and implemented with a view to providing confidence that
specified requirements for all activities important to nuclear
safety are satisfied throughout the life of a nuclear
installation.

ARTICLE 14. ASSESSMENT AND VERIFICATION OF SAFETY

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that:

(i) ~ comprehensive and systematic safety assessments are
carried out before constructing and commissioning a
nuclear installation and throughout its life. Such
assessments shall be well documented, subsequently updated
in the light of operating experience and significant new
saf ety infomation, and reviewed under the authority of
the regulatory body; -

(ii) verification by analysis, surveillance, testing and
inspection is carried out to ensure that the physical
state of a nuclear installation and the operation of the
installation continue to be in accordance with its
design, applicable national safety requirements and with
operational limits and conditions.

ARTICLE 15. RADIATION PROTECTION

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that in all operational states the radiation
exposure to the workers and the public caused by a nuclear
installation shall be kept as low as reasonably achievable and
no individual shall be exposed to radiation doses which exceed
preocribed national dose limits.-

ARTICLE 16. EMERGENCY PREPAR.EDNESS

1. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that there are on-site and off-site emergency plans
that are routinely tested for nuclear installations and cover
the activities to be carried out in the event of an emergency.
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For any new nuclear installation, such plans shall be prepared
and tasted before it commences operation above a very low
power level.

2. Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that, insofar as they are likely to be affected by a
radiological emorgency, its own population as well as the
competent authorities of the States in the vicinity of the
nuclear installation are provided with appropriate information
for emergency planning and response.

e3. Contracting Parties which do not have a nuclear
installation on their territory, but are likely to be affected
in the event of a radiological emergency in a neighbouring
State, shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that
emergency plans have been prepared and tested that cover the
activities to be carried out in the event of an emergency.

(d) Safety of Installations

ARTICLE 17. SITING

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate stops
to ensure that appropriate procedures are established and
implemented:

(1) for evaluating all relevant site-related factors which
are likely to affect the safety of a nuclear
installation for its projecded lifetime;

(ii) for evaluating the likely safety impact of a proposed
nuclear installation on individuals, society and the
environments

(iii) for re-evaluating as necessary all relevant factors
roforred to under sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) to ensure
the continued safety acceptability of the nuclear
installation;

(iv) for consulting Contracting Parties in the vicinity of a
proposed nuclear installation, insofar as they are
likely to be affected by that installation and, upon
request providing the necessary information to cuch
Contracting Parties, in order to enable them to evaluate
and form their own assessment of the likely safety
impact of the installation'.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ -
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ARTICLE 18. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Bach Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that:

(1) the design nnd construction of a nuclear installation
provides for several reliable , levels and methods of
protection (defense in depth) against the release of
radioactive materials,'with a view to preventing the
occurrence of accidents and to mitigating theire

radiological consequences should they occuri

(ii) the technologies incorporated in the design and
construction of nuclear installations are proven by
experience or qualified by testing or analysis;

(iii) the design allows for reliable, stable and easily
manageable operation, with specific consideration of
human factors and the man-machine interface.

ARTICLE 19. OPERATION

Each Contracting Party shall take the appropriate steps
to ensure that:

(i) the initial authorization to operate a nuclear
installation is based upon an appropriato safety
analysis and a commissioning' programme demonstrating
that the installation, as constructed, is consistent
with design and safety requirements;

(ii) operational limits and conditions derived from the
safety analysis, tests and operational experience are
defined and revised as necessary to identify safe
boundaries for operation;

(iii) operation, maintenance, inspection and testing of a
nuclear installation are conducted in accordance with
approved procedures;

(iv) procedures are established to respond to anticipated
,

operational occurrences and to accidents;

Ov) necessary engineering and technical support in all
safety related fields is available throughout the
lifetime of a nuclear installationi

tvi) incidents significant to safety are reported by the
holder of the relevant licence to the regulatory bodys

1
1

;

i

__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ __
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(vii) programmes to collect and analyze operating experience
are established, that the results obtained and the
conclusions drawn are acted upon and that existing
mechanisms are used to share important experience with
international bodies and with other operating
organizations and regulatory bodies;

(viii) the generation of radioactive vaste resulting from the
operation of a nuclear installation is kept to the
minimum practicable for the process concerned, both in
activity and volume, and that any necessary treatment
and storage of spent fuel and wasto directly related to'

the operation and on the same site take into
consideration conditioning and disposal.

CHAPTER 3. MEETIRGS OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

ARTICLE 20. REVIEW MEETINGS

1. The Contracting Parties shall hold meetings for the
purpose of reviewing the reports submitted pursuant to Article
5 in accordance with the procedures adopted under Articlo
[24]. These meetings shall hereinafter be referred to as
" review meetings".

2. Subject to the provisions of Article [27] sub-groups
comprised of representatives of Contracting Parties may be
established and may function during the review meetings as
deemed necessary for the purpose of rev;tewing specific
subjects contained in the reports.

3. Each Contracting Party shall have a reasonable
opportunity to discuss the reports submitted by other
Contracting Parties and to seek clarification of the reports.

ARTICLE 21. TIMETABLE

1. A preparatory meeting of the Contracting Parties shall
be held not later than six months after the date of entry into
force of this Convention.

2. At this preparatory meeting the Contracting Parties 4

'shall determine the date for the first review meeting. This
review meeting shall be held as soon as possible but not later
than thirty months after the date of entry into force of this
Convention.

3. At each review meeting the Contracting Parties shall
determine the date for the next such meeting. The interval
between review meetings shall not exceed three years.

|
,

l
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ARTICLE 22. PROCEDURAL ARRANGEMENTS

1. At the preparatory meeting held pursuant to Article 23.1
the Contracting Parties shall prepara and adopt by consensuo
Rules of Procedure and Financial Rules. The Contracting
Parties shall establish in particular and in accordance with
the Rules of Procedures

"(1) guidelines regarding the form and structure of the
report to be submitted pursuant to Article 5;

i

(ii) a date for submission of such reports;

(iii) the process for reviewing such reports;

2. At review meetings the Contracting Parties may,if
necessary, review the arrangemento established under sub-
paragraphs (i) - (iii) above, and adopt revised arrangements by
consensus unless otherwise provided for in the Rules of
Procedure.

ARTICLE 23. EXTRAORDDTARY MEETINGS

An extraordinary meeting of the Contracting Parties
shall be hold:

(i) if so agreed by a majority of the Contracting Partion
present and voting at a meeting, abstention being
considered as voting; or s

(ii) at the writton roquest of a Contracting Party, within
six months of this request having been communicated to
the Contracting Parties and notification having been
received by the Secretariat, that the request has been
supported by a majority of the Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 24. ATTENDANCE

1. Each Contracting Party shall attend meetings of the
Contracting Parties and be represented at such meetings by one
delegate, and such alternates, experts and advisers as it
deems necessary.

2. The Contracting Partion may invite, by consensus, any
intergovernmental organization which is competent in respect
of matters governed by this Convention to attend, as
observers, any meeting, or specific sessions thereof.
Obcervers shall be required to accept in writing, and in
advance, the provisions of Article [30) . ;

i

|
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ARTICLE 25. SUMMARY REPORTS
.

|

The Contracting Parties shall adopt, by ccnsensus, and
mako available to the public a document addressing issues
discussed during a meeting and conclusions reached.

ARTICLE 2ti. LANGUAGES

1. Thu languages of meetings of the Contracting Parties
,shall be Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish
unless otherwise provided in the Rules of Procedure.

2. Reports submitted pursuant to Article 5 shall be
prepared in the national language of the submitting
Contracting Party or in a single designated language to be
agrood in the Rules of Procedure. Should the report be
submitted in a national language other than the designated
language, a translation of the report into the designated
language shall be provided by the Contracting Party.

ARTICLE 27. CONFIDENTIALITY
_

1. Tho provisions of this Convention shall not affect the
rights and obligations of the Contracting Parties under their
law to protect information from disclosure. For the purposes
of this Article, "information" includes, inter alia,
(i) personal data; (ii) information protected by intellectual
property rights or by industrial tr cbmmercial
confidentialityi and (iii) information relating to national
security, the physical protection of nuclear materials or
nuclear installations.

2. When, in the context of this Convention, a Contracting
Party provides information identified by it as protected ac
described in paragraph 1, such information shall be used only
for the purposes for which it has been provided and its
confidentiality shall be respected.

3. The content of the debates during the reviewing of the
reports by the Contracting Parties at each meeting shall be
confidential.

.

ARTICLE 28. SECRETARIAT

1. The International Atomic Energy Agency, (hereinafter
referred to as the " A gency " ) shall provide the secretariat for
the meetings of the f.'ontracting Parties.

2. The secretariat shall:

(i) convono, prepare and service the meetings of the
Contracting Parties;
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(ii) transmit to the Contracting Parties information
received or prepared in accordance with the
provisions of this Convention.

The costs incurred by the Agency in fulfilling (1) and
(ii) above shall be borne by the Agency as part of its regular
budget.

3. The Contracting Parties may, by consensus, request the
Agency to provide other services in support of meetings of the

, Contracting Parties. The Agency may provide such services if
they can be undertaken within'its programme and regular
budget. Should this not be possible, the Agency may provide
such services if voluntary funding is provided from another
source.

CHAPTER 4. FINAL CLAUSES AlfD OTMER PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 29. RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS

In the event of a disagreement between two or more
Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or
application of this Convention, the Parties shall consult
within the framework of a meeting of the Contracting Parties
with a view to resolving the disagreement.

ARTICLE 30. SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION, ACCEPTANCE, APPROVAL, .

ACCESSION ,

1. This convention shall be open for signature by all
States at the Headquarters of the Agency in Vienna until its
entry into force.

2. This Convention is subject to ratification, acceptance
or approval by the signatory States.

3. After its entry into force, this Convention will be open
for accession by all States. <

4. (i) This Convention shall be open for signature or 1

accession by regional organizations of an integration
or other nature, provided that any such organization
is constituted by sovereign States and has competence
in respect of the negotiation, conclusion and 1

'

application of internat;ional agreements in matters
covered by this Convention.

(ii) In matters within their competence, such
organizations shall, on their own behalf, exercise
the rights and fulfil the responsibilities which this
convention attributes to States Parties. |

1

I
i

I
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(iii) When becoming party to this Convention such an
organization shall communicate to the Depositary a
declaration-indicating which States are members
thoroof and which articles of this Convention apply
to it, as well as the extent of its competence in the
field covered by those articles.

(iv) Such organization shall not hold any vote additional
to those of its Member States.

5. Instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or
, accession shall be deposited with the Depositary.

ARTICLE 31. ENTRY INTO FORCE

1. This Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day
after the date of deposit with the Depositary of the
[ twentieth) instrument of ratification, acceptance or
approval, including the instruments of [ fifteen 1 States, each
with at 1 cast one nuclear installation.

2. For each State or regional organization of an
integration or other nature which ratifies, accepts, approves
or accedes tb this Convention after the date of deposit of the
last instrument required to satisfy the conditions in
paragraph 1, this Convention shall enter into force on the
ninetieth day after deposit of the appropriate instrument by
such a State or organization.

.

ARTICLE 32. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION

1. Any Contracting Party may propose an amendment to this
Convention. Proposed amendments shall be considered at a
review or extraordinary meeting.

2. The text of any proposed amendment and the reasons for
it shall be provided to the Depositary who shall communicate
the proposal to the Contracting Parties promptly and at least ,

ninety days before the meeting at which it is submitted for '

consideration. Any comments received on such a proposal shall
be circulated by the Depositary to the Contracting Parties.

3 '. The Contracting Parties shall decide after consideration
of the propoced amendment whether to adopt it by consensus, or
in the absence of such consensus, whether to submit it to a
Diplomatic Conference. A decision to submit a proposed
amendment to a Diplomatic Conference shall require a two-
thirds majority vote of the Partien present and voting at the
meeting, provided that at least one half of the Contracting
Parties are present at the time of voting. Abstentions shall
be considered as voting.

I

|
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4 The Diplomatic Conference to consider and adopt I
amendments to this Convention shall be convened by the |

Depositary to be held no later than one year af ter the |
appropriate decision taken in accordance with paragraph 3 of |
this Article, j

5. Amendments to this Convention adopted under paragraphs 3 )
and 4 above shall be subject to ratification, acceptance, |

approval, or confirmation by the Contracting Parties and shall j
enter into force for those Contracting Parties having
ratified, accepted, or approved or confirmed them on the
ninetieth day after the receipt by the Depositary of thee

relevant instruments by at least three fourths of the
Contracting Parties. For those Contracting Parties which
later on ratify, accept, approve or confirm the said
amendments, the latter will enter into force on the ninetieth
day after that Party deposits its relevant instrument.

ARTICLE 33. DENUNCIATION

1. Any Contracting Party may denounce this Convention by
written notification to the Depositary.

2. Denunciation shall take effect one year following the date
of the receipt of the notification by the Depositary, or on
such later date as may be specified in the notification.

ARTICLE 34. DEPOSITARY

1. The Director General of the Agency shall be the Depositary
of thin Convention.

2. The Depositary shall inform the Contracting Parties of:

(i) the signature of this Convention and of the deposit
of instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval
or accession, in accordance with Articles (33] and !

[34] ;

(ii) the date on which the Convention cnters into force,
in accordance with Article y 'Jr

(iii) the notifications of denunciation of the convention
and the date thereof, made in accordance with Article
[37);

(iv) the proposed amendments to this Convention submIitted
by the Contracting Parties, the amendments adopted by
the relevant Diplomatic Conference or by the meeting
of the Contracting Parties, and the date of entry
into force of the said amendments, in accordance with
Article [36] .
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IARTICLE 35. AUTHENTIC TEXTS

The original of this Convention - of which the Arabic, I
'

Chinoce, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Depositary who
shall send certified copies thereof to the Contracting
Parties.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE UNDERSIGNED, BEING DULY AUTIIORIZED TO
eTHAT EFFECT, HAVE SIGNED THIS COlWENTION.

Donc at on the day of

a


